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“An Accurate, and Authentic Record of Events” by Bob Bull 

(Beware of ‘False News’) 

The severely truncated Aero Racing Challenge Series came to its awesome climax at 
Snetterton, an abandoned airfield somewhere in the East of England. 

The early morning bash around the sinuous twists and turns of the circuit saw a certain 
Andrew Thompson achieve his aim of annexing the prime position for the start by, 
outshining the venerable Simon Orebi Gann, both equipped with a Morgan ARV6 
motor car. The more observant amongst the somewhat sparse crowd may well have 
spotted that all of the cars were Morgans, quite a coincidence I suppose. Jerry Knight 
lined up behind the front twosome, with Brett Syndercome, who had come all the way 
from Kent to be there, next to him, but in front of John Milbank and another John, 
Emberson by name. I could go on identifying the rest of the pack, but let’s cut to the 
action.  

        

Anyone hoping for a battle royal for the honours would have been – well disappointed, 
as that Thompson bloke promptly dashed away from the start, and simply demolished 
the opposition, completing the opening lap with a lead that would have been 
impressive at the end of affairs. With a mere two circulations under his belt the gap 
back to the second man was a full ten seconds, which grew to 55 by the time someone 
had the sense to wave a chequered flag to signify the end the unequal contest. Simon 
OG rapidly disposed of J Knight, despite he (Knight) driving a Class 1 V8, which is 
deemed to be faster than an ARV6, to take runner up spot. (So much for theory) 

Messrs Syndercombe, and Emberson took some time to decide who would be fourth 
with eventually settling for Brett to be fifth. Most of the excitement occurred behind 
that lot, as Mr & Mrs Goddard had a right bull and cow (Rhyming slang ‘Row) with 



James Sumner, and Phil Tisdall doing their best to separate the squabbling couple. I 
always think it is best not to interfere in family spats, a lesson young James learnt the 
hard way, when Sharlie (she’s the wife by the way) biffed his back bumper and sent 
him trailing in to retirement. Phillip clearly learnt his lesson and let the married couple 
fight it out for sixth and seventh (ladies first) contenting himself with a close eighth 
place finish. Stephen Lockett, and Tom Richards rounded out the top ten, with the rest 
scattered around the Norfolk country side in a random order, with only Simon Sherry, 
and Paul Bryant ignoring social distancing by finishing a half second apart. John 
Milbank and Tom Andrew joined James Sumner in not going the whole hog. 

                   

After a decent interlude the whole thing was started again, with everyone lining up 
where they finished the first go, and if they did not finish – at the back of the grid, 
although only James Sumner suffered this fate, as John and Tom’s problems were 
terminal. 

Talk about déjà vu (or whatever it is), off went Katy’s old man from the very 
beginning to disappear like a puff of smoke in a high wind, and building up a winning 
margin of fifty three seconds over Simon OG in 14 laps. He really is no fun at all but 
perhaps he was simply missing Katy! With the demise of dear Jerry’s cream coloured 
V8 the Emberson/Syndercombe duo were elevated to third and fourth places when it 
was all over, While there was little of interest up front it was the progress of James 
Sumner that held our attention, climbing through the field until he reached the 
midfield, where he became embroiled in a series of scraps getting past the Goddards, 
and Tom Richards. This left him with Stephen Lockett, and Phillip Tisdall to deal 
with, and this became a proper ding-dong with some great driving from all three, 
before James squeaked home ahead of Phil. and Stephen. Less than a full second 
separated the trio across the finishing line. Proper racing. 

Sharlie managed to get another man between herself and hubby Phillip, Tom Richard 
being the cause of separation, as they filled out the final top ten places. Paul Vokes, 
Peter Cole, Rob Gilmore, Simon Sherry (running out of electrics), Jim Mountain, Pa 



Richards, Paul Bryant, Richard Fearn, and Tony Kilby all took the chequered flag, but 
Jerry Knight and Tony Rivers decided not to bother. 

To end the day a number of bottles of something alcoholic were handed out to the 
lucky few, but lesser lights had to make do with a red cap. No expense spared there 
then! 

         

       

 

And so to 2021 


